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WHY COAST?

 Faster, Easier Access

Keeps the weather out and saves you time 
and money when accessing your stored 
material. All roofs come standard with a 
mechanical winch, ensuring the roofs move 
back and forth easily every time.

 Durable, built to last

Coast sliding roofs are manufactured in 
New Zealand using super strong galvanised 
box section frames and steel pipe. All roofs 
have an anti-lift system for windy conditions 

 Slides effortlessly

Coast’s unique Ezy-Slide technology 
does away with moving parts reducing 
the opportunity for the roof to seize and 
enabling the roofs to “Coast” back and 
forth effortlessly. 

 Extended service life

Coast roofs are modular in design extending 
their service life and making maintenance a 
breeze. The heavy duty canvas cover has a 
3 year UV warranty 

 Reduced roof footprint

Coast roofs concertina on themselves 
reducing the foot print of the roof.

 Standard & Custom Designs

Coast offers a range of roofs, from our 
standard designs to fully customised roofs 
to suit virtually any structure.

 Cladding Options

Coast standard roofs come with Canvas 
covers but Steel Cladding can also be 
chosen as an option.

SUPERIOR    WEATHER    PROTECTION    WITH    
FASTER,  EASIER    ACCESS

Coast sliding roofs are designed to glide effortlessly back and forth. They 
are built to withstand the tough operating environment they are used in. 
Above all they deliver value, saving you time and money.



Optional Extras

Coast is committed to innovation and 
development. We are constantly seeking new 
and improved ways of doing things. In addition 
to the standard features included in every Coast 
roof we offer a range of add-on products.

Automatic Winch System: Imagine a roof that 
operated the same way as an automatic garage 
door. The idea is now a reality with Coast’s 
automatic winch system. This remote operated 
winch enables the operator to open the roof 
without getting out of his vehicle, simply 
push the button and watch it slide back and 
forth. The winch system runs off solar power 
eliminating the issue of power supply.

Front Cover: Coast offers a range of front 
cover options to suit our customer’s individual 
requirements. From flexible low cost canvas 
flaps, to heavy duty steel doors we offer 
customised front cover solutions.

Standard Roofs

Coast currently have two standard roof  
designs for precast concrete panel bins and  
two standard roof designs for four mass block  
bin configurations.
Panel Bins                             Mass Block bins (Single/Twin)

5m x 7.5m  / 5m x 10m         4.2m x 7.2m  / 4.2m x 9.6m

Custom Roofs

Coast offer fully customised options to suit most bin types, from Panel 
bins, Post & Rail bins, Masonry block bins through to Mass Concrete 
block bins. All our roofs are constructed to the same high standard 
incorporating a modular design with the heavy duty galvanised steel 
frame. The only requirements are that the bins are no wider then 
6000mm and less that 12mtr in length.

Cladding Options

Canvas – Manufactured from Maxlite PE™ 
material the canvas covers provides a 
lightweight but robust cover solution for 
most applications.

Metal – Metal Cladding is available instead of 
canvas. Perfect for tough environments, or high 
wind areas. 

Coast’s innovative retractable sliding roof’s modular design provides 
the basis for a number of standard configurations and makes it easy to 
customise roofs for different bin types and sizes. The unique design is 
protected by a number of design registrations.

QUALITY,    INNOVATE    SLIDING    ROOFS



ABOUT COAST
“It’s a hard job finding the perfect 
retractable roof” was a complaint 
from many customers. So Coast 
set about designing a retractable 
roof system as close to ‘perfect’ as 
possible. Over two years we talked to 
farmers about what a ‘perfect’ sliding 
roof would have. It quickly became 
apparent that farmers wanted a 
quality roof that was easily operated, 
and didn’t take up much space. Coast 
then added on a fourth requirement, 
it had to be cost effective. Out of this 
was born Coast Sliding Roofs.

At Coast we are passionate about the 
product and stand behind everything 
that we do. We believe we have 
designed and built a sliding roof 
system that we think is fairly close to 
the ‘perfect one’. We believe you will 
find our sliding roofs give you years 
of trouble free service, and are built 
strong to withstand tough operating 
environments.

Above all we are proud to say our 
roofs are Kiwi made.
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